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At a Glance
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1.

Overview

The Canadian wireless telecommunications industry, under the auspices of the Canadian Wireless
Telecommunications Association’s (CWTA) Recycling Committee, operates Recycle My Cell (RMC), a free
national cellular phone recycling program. The members of CWTA include, among others, wireless
service providers, wireless handset manufacturers, and processors.
Recycle My Cell has served as the official cell phone recycling stewardship program in Nova Scotia since
its official launch in January 2009. In Section 18O (1) of the Solid Waste-Resource Management
Regulations, N.S. Reg 25/96, Nova Scotia Environment set out the obligation for industry stewardship
programs to report on their respective programs on a yearly basis by June 30th.
This report has been prepared by CWTA and is submitted on behalf of: Bell, BlackBerry, Eastlink,
Freedom Mobile (formerly WIND), GEEP Canada Inc., GREENTEC, Lynx Mobility, MTS, Rogers
Communications, Samsung Electronics Canada Inc., SaskTel, Sony of Canada, Tbaytel, Videotron, and
Virgin Mobile Canada.1

2.

Public Education Materials and Strategies

RMC continues to work within the province to increase program awareness and usage.
Consumer Engagement2


Waste Reduction Week
In 2016, CWTA dis-continued its support of Waste Reduction Week in Canada.
CWTA initiated the development of the Earth Month Challenge, targeting students, as an alternate
initiative. The newly refreshed and refocused Challenge will be launched in 2017.



Social media
CWTA maintains a Facebook page and a Twitter account for the promotion of the Recycle My Cell
program. RMC’s Facebook page is used to provide timely information, promote cell phone recycling
in general, as well as support various events in which RMC is a participant. CWTA also engages
consumers via its @recyclemycell Twitter account.
In 2016, RMC’s Facebook Page had 4,666 “Likes” (compared to 2,111 in 2015) and Twitter Account
had 492 followers (compared to 441 in 2015).



1
2

RMC Web site
CWTA maintains a mobile friendly Web site (www.recyclemycell.ca and www.recyclemoncell.ca)
that serves as a central hub for the program. The Web site is routinely updated to ensure accuracy.
The site continues to provide information including drop-off locations, steps to remove personal
information from devices prior to recycling them, as well as a link to mail-back options.

See Appendix A for program specifics for member initiatives.
See Appendix B for Samples.
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In 2016, the RMC website had 94,623 pageviews and 46,208 sessions nationally, as reported by
Google Analytics.3 There were 991 database searches for recycling locations in Nova Scotia (based
on defined criteria entered at time of search).


Designated email address and toll-free number
Consumers with additional questions about the program are encouraged to contact RMC
representatives: via email (info@recyclemycell.ca / info@recyclemoncell.ca) or via a toll-free
number (1-888-797-1740).



Paid advertising
The majority of CWTA’s advertising efforts continue to focus on alternate advertising methods, such
as Google and Facebook ads. These options offer a more targeted approach to providing
information to those searching for it on-line.
CWTA also commissioned the production of a PSA that it provided to all participating members.
Rogers’ Halifax radio stations (CFLT Jack FM and CJNI News) ran the PSA a combined 446 times.

Stakeholder Engagement4


Targeted stakeholder outreach
CWTA contacted key stakeholders via an outreach campaign to inform them of the availability of the
program and solicit their participation. The information was sent to Mayors and Wardens.
Depending on the nature of the stakeholder, the involvement could range from including program
information on Web sites, or hosting a collection location in their community.



Recycle My Cell branded program
Third-party locations, such as municipal waste depots, not-for-profit organizations, and other parties
not affiliated with current RMC members, are encouraged to serve as drop-off locations simply by
registering with CWTA.
There are currently 27 RMC branded drop-off locations in Nova Scotia.



Promotional materials
CWTA continues to provide RMC promotional materials (brochures, table cards, and posters) to
third-party locations (municipal and community sites that wish to support the Recycle My Cell
recovery program, at dealer sites, and non-affiliated retailers that do not run their own program)
wherever such materials may be requested.



Sponsorship of events
CWTA sponsored and had trade-show presence at the 8th Canadian Waste Resource Symposium cohosted by the Atlantic Canada Chapter of SWANA and the Waste Resource Association of Nova
Scotia (WRANS).

3

Pageviews is the total number of pages viewed. A session (aka visits) is the period of time a user is actively engaged with the website. A single
session can contain multiple screen or page views.
4
See Appendix C for Samples.
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Stakeholder promotion and third-party Web sites
Recycle My Cell continues to receive positive support within the province from relevant waste
management stakeholders (including the Government of Nova Scotia Web site, Regional
Coordinators, as well as several municipalities and districts) to ensure that RMC information is
included on their Web sites where feasible.

Media Engagement5


Press releases
CWTA develops and distributes both targeted and national press releases to coincide with activities
RMC participates in. As an example, announcements regarding the number of phones that have
been recovered are issued to coincide with Earth Day.



Editorial content and subject matter expertise
CWTA uses News Canada as a valuable tool for program promotion. News Canada is a paid service
that provides articles, free of charge, for use by publications and Web sites. This has shown to be an
effective way of including the Recycle My Cell story in community newspapers and on Web sites that
often look for content from external sources.
CWTA responds to all requests for interviews and supplemental information as it relates to cell
phone recycling or reuse. As part of its ongoing educational efforts, CWTA was interviewed by CBC
for a series of stories that dealt with the reuse and resell markets for smartphones. CWTA offered
tips to ensure consumers were protected during the process.

Member Engagement6


Promotional materials and Web sites
Participating carriers continue to have marketing plans in place that support their various initiatives,
including those for device trade-ins or upgrades.
Participating manufacturers also include RMC branding on their corporate Web sites.



3.

Staff training
Participating carriers foster program awareness internally among staff so that they are able to
provide accurate information to customers. This is done with regular reminders via internal Web
sites and blogs.

Collection System and Facilities

In 2016, there were 95 drop-off locations within Nova Scotia.7 Of these, twenty-seven are RMC branded
locations, and the remaining 68 are return-to-retail locations.

5

See Appendix D for Samples.
See Appendix E for Samples.
7
See Appendix F for a list of drop-off locations in Nova Scotia. The decrease in locations is primarily due to TELUS’ withdrawal from the program
(as of August 31, 2016). Work is under way to identify communities that have lost access to a physical drop-off with the intent of replacing the
location if a suitable one is found in the community.
6
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Participating locations that are included in the RMC database collect all devices regardless of make,
model, or condition in order to provide consumers with the convenience that they seek.
In instances where a drop-off location is not available, RMC offers a mail-back option which allows any
consumer in the province – with access to Canada Post service – the ability to conveniently and easily
return their devices and accessories at no cost to themselves.

4.

Product Environmental Impact Reduction, Reusability, and Recyclability

4.1

Handset manufacturers and improving product life cycle management

RMC handset manufacturers continue their efforts to eliminate or to reduce the environmental impacts
of a product throughout its life cycle.
Devices that do more, at a faster speed, and from anywhere, have become the norm. Handset
manufacturers work to design devices to meet these expectations. Consumers, through their shopping
habits, have made it clear that they are interested in increased functionality that gives them the ability
to substitute one device for many.
As an example, BlackBerry has undertaken the following:
 Life Cycle Analysis: BlackBerry examines sustainability comprehensively and looks at where its
environmental footprint can be reduced at each stage of a product’s life cycle. Life Cycle
Assessments (LCA) are used to provide detailed information from the materials used in the
product, to production and distribution, throughout its use and at the end of its useful life. Results
from the LCA studies help BlackBerry identify strengths as well as opportunities to lessen their
environmental impacts.


Avoidance of Hazardous Substances in Products: BlackBerry recognizes the importance of carefully
evaluating the materials put into its products, considering the durability and performance of
materials as well as toxicity and impact on the environment. BlackBerry ships its products in small,
lightweight, fully recyclable packaging that allows more boxes to be shipped at a time, reducing
the emissions generated during transport. BlackBerry continues to incorporate the use of recycled
fiber content in its packaging and avoids the use of petroleum based inks and adhesives.

 Energy Efficiency: Energy efficiency has always been a core focus of the BlackBerry design process,
resulting in highly optimized software and an energy efficient charging system. To help maximize
battery life and minimize the use of energy, devices incorporate various power management
settings that can be controlled by the user based on their device usage patterns.
 Lifespan: BlackBerry devices are designed and built to last. A key element of this design strategy
can be attributed to over-the-air software updates that extend the product’s useful life, and
hardware that is designed to be easily repaired. BlackBerry has a global network of repair centers
to conduct basic and advanced repairs that augment the repair options provided by BlackBerry’s
carrier partners globally.

7
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4.2

Processor members and certifications

All of the processors involved with the RMC program in Nova Scotia hold multiple certifications,
including ISO, R2, and/or are verification under Electronic Products Recycling Association’s (EPRA)
Recycling Vendor Qualification Program (RVQP).8

5.

Pollution Prevention Hierarchy and Product/Component Management

Products that are recovered through the RMC member programs are diverted from landfill as a result of
reuse, recycling, or recovery.
In Nova Scotia, of the 9,998 devices received by processors in 2016, it is estimated that 5,591 were sent
for recycling while 4,407 were sent for refurbishment and reuse.9,10
While it is understood that reuse is the preferred method for dealing with recovered product, in the
case of wireless devices the amount of product that can be refurbished for reuse is dependent on many
factors that are not controllable. Consequently, reintroducing phones into the market that do not meet
specific criteria, or are not technologically supported in a given market, do more harm than good. For
this reason, phones that do not meet reuse criteria will continue to be sent for responsible recycling.

6.

Plan Performance

6.1

Annual Recycling Study 2016: Understanding Cell Phone Recycling Behaviours

CWTA has commissioned an Annual National Cell Phone Recycling Study (Study) since 2009. The purpose
of this market research survey is to gauge behaviours, attitudes and public awareness related to cell
phone recycling and old mobile devices.
The methodology of the 2016 study remained the same as that used in the 2015 iteration, and was
administered by means of a dual mode (telephone and online) format by Nanos Research. It is important
to note that the Study continues to use a probability-based sample. The sample size remains large, at
3,000 respondents nationally, and 300 in Nova Scotia.
Consumer Diversion from Landfill
According to the Cell Phone Recycling Study, very few Nova Scotia consumers reported throwing their
previous wireless device in the garbage (1%). The Study shows 94% of consumers diverted their last
device from landfills, and 5% could not recall what happened to their previous device.
The concept of Consumer Diversion from Landfill (CDL) explains consumer behaviours related to end-oflife management of cell phones. In this instance, end-of-life simply refers to a consumer no longer
actively using the device in question for its intended use. CDL encompasses many different self-reported
consumer behaviours, including “recycling” as consumers traditionally define it.
Cell phones are a “high-involvement” purchase, as they are usually not purchased on impulse.
Consumers are very engaged in their purchasing decision, and consider features, cost, and their personal
8

See Appendix G for a list of certifications held by processors.
This data is limited to devices collected via RMC and does not include devices collected via Other Member Initiatives.
10
Data is rounded.
9
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needs, in addition to consumer trends. Cell phones are as much a personal statement about a
consumer’s life as they are a usable product, which makes them considerably different than most
consumer products, and vastly different than a consumable.
Moreover, unlike routine recyclables, cell phones have an extensive post-purchase life. Cell phones are a
multi-purpose electronic device. They are used for: calls, text messaging, photography, gaming, social
media, Internet browsing, and so on. They become a valued and necessary part of a consumer’s
everyday life.
It should come as no surprise that after a consumer purchases a new device, they are once again faced
with a “high-involvement” decision: what should they do with their old device?
As illustrated in Figure 1,11 Consumer Diversion from Landfill can be separated into two main categories:
Storage, and Reuse and Recycle.


Storage:
In Nova Scotia, 46% of survey respondents reported storing their last device upon receiving their
current one. Cell phones are a high value (monetary and/or sentimental) and high utility item. For
many consumers, an old device can be difficult to part with, despite no longer being used. In fact,
the very thing that helps keep cell phones out of landfills also makes them more difficult to collect
for recycling, and they often end up in junk
drawers. Storing phones is a common behaviour.
Looking beyond their most recent device, many
Nova Scotia residents still hold on to cell phones
that were deactivated many years ago. When
asked if they had any cell phones in storage, 63% of
Nova Scotia respondents reported that they did.
On average, they reported storing 2 devices.



Reuse and Recycle:
Nearly half (48%) of respondents chose forms of
reuse or recycling for their previous device. Top
methods included: giving away device (16%);
recycling, as a deliberate choice (13%); return or
trade-in to carrier (9%); returning to a retailer (4%);
selling the device (3%); and using it for other
purposes, e.g. alarm clock (3%).
While 79% of Nova Scotia respondents reported
being aware that cell phones could be recycled, cell
phones did not readily come to mind when respondents were specifically queried as to what
materials could be recycled. The term “recycling” is complicated and often misunderstood. Cell
phones are sold or traded-in, and even when used for a new purpose by the consumer or given to
someone else, are not considered to be reused. Many consumers participate in reuse and recycling
activities without being consciously aware of this behaviour.

11

Data and charts may not add up to 100 due to rounding.
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Consumer Perception
Awareness doesn’t equal preferred behaviour (i.e. recycling in a traditional sense), much as lack of
awareness does not equal negative behaviour (e.g. throwing into garbage). To understand what a
consumer does with an unused device, it is important to consider the full picture:


Support
98% of Nova Scotia respondents support or somewhat support cell phone recycling (87% and 11%,
respectively).



Awareness
79% of Nova Scotia respondents are aware that cell phones can be recycled.
38% of Nova Scotia respondents reported being aware of a recycling program for cell phones. When
asked if they could recall a specific recycling program in their area, 22% reported a recycling depot,
19% named a cell phone company, 15% identified retail stores, 13% reported provincial government
program, and 9% mentioned a municipal government program. Some (15%) who are aware that
programs exist had difficulty recalling a program by name. When asked if they had heard of the
Recycle My Cell program specifically, 13% reported they had.
Interestingly, when asked if they were aware that most cell phone carriers have trade-in or programs
that allow them to upgrade their cell phone, 77% of Nova Scotian respondents reported that they
were. Of those who were aware of such programs, 73% reported being aware that cell phones
received through trade-in and upgrade programs were recycled or reused.

This year, the survey also asked respondents what products, materials, or other items come to mind
when they think about recycling. The top responses included traditional, everyday recyclables such
as paper/newspapers (38%), plastic/plastic bottles (26%), and glass (10%). Electronics as a whole
were mentioned by 1% of respondents.12


12

Behaviour
There is a consumer perception gap as to what behaviour constitutes recycling. Consumers don’t
necessarily recognize certain behaviours as recycling, especially when they aren’t specifically
identified as such. Because consumers don’t necessarily see how these activities fit their definition
of recycling, they don’t see cell phones as part of the traditional recycling equation.

National numbers. Not available at the provincial level.
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Further analysis of the study also shows that there is often a high level of awareness of cell phone
recycling amongst Canadians who diverted their phone from landfill using methods other than
recycling as a deliberate choice:13
Consumer Behaviour: Percent Aware of
Last device Cell Phone Recycling
Gave away
Sold device

79%
86%

Stored away
Re-purpose

76%
97%

Returned/traded in to carrier

83%

Returned to store or retailer

81%

This tells us that while most consumers are aware of cell phone recycling, they are choosing other
CDL methods when it comes to their last device. Despite being armed with the knowledge that cell
phones can be recycled, Canadians are not necessarily choosing to do so. Other options might be
more appealing or a better fit for their needs (e.g. reusing as an alarm clock or giving to a family
member).
Information Search
Cell phone “recycling” is not an everyday occurrence, as are other types of recycling, so it does not form
a habit in the day-to-day life of a consumer. An important factor in gauging awareness is understanding
where to find the information when it is necessary. In order to better understand consumer behaviour,
respondents were also asked where they would
look for information if they were to consider
recycling their cell phone.
As illustrated in Figure 2,14 32% of Nova Scotia
respondents would search the Internet, while
29% would refer to their cellular service
provider or an electronics retailer. Other
choices included municipal government or
depot (18%) and asking a family member or
friend (6%).
As noted in Section 2, RMC utilizes both Google
and Facebook ads, as well as stakeholder
relationships and outreach, to facilitate the
information gathering processes that a
consumer will undergo when they are ready to recycle their device.

13
14

National numbers. Not available at the provincial level.
Data and charts may not add up to 100 due to rounding.
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6.2

Product Collected

Devices collected by members
RMC data represents the results of consumer facing recovery initiatives that collect devices that are
considered to be at the end of their useful life, as well as devices collected through trade-in or upgrade
programs. These devices are collected via return-to-retail and participating third-party locations.
RMC members’ also recover devices that are returned to them for a variety of reasons including buyer’s
remorse or damage; this data is captured under the category of “Other Member Initiatives”.
In 2016, participating RMC members collected 17,856 devices in Nova Scotia:
 9,998 devices (via RMC) and
 7,858 (via Other Member Initiatives).
Devices collected by other programs
RMC currently participates in a data sharing arrangement with Call2Recycle. In 2016, Call2Recycle
collected 1,808 devices.
In addition to Call2Recycle, there are numerous other ventures for which data is not available. There are
many not-for-profit organizations across the country that actively encourage Canadians to donate
unwanted mobile devices in order to generate funds from recycling and reusing the devices. In addition,
there are also ‘for profit’ ventures that collect phones by providing incentive – either directly to
consumers or to their collectors – to do so.

7.

Conclusion

CWTA and its members remain committed to the RMC program and its growth within the province.
RMC members continue to make enhancements to their programs in order to increase usage amongst
consumers and to minimize the impact of their product at the end-of-life.
CWTA believes that working together – with Nova Scotia Environment, Nova Scotia residents and other
stakeholders – will ensure continued success.

12
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Appendix A
Program Specifics for Member Initiatives
Note: TELUS initiatives were included until August 31, 2016 and have since been removed.

Program

Locations

Devices Accepted

Consumer Incentive

Bell:
Blue Box

Accepted at any Bell
Aliant or Bell store,
The Source locations,
Virgin Mobile stores
and participating
dealer locations.

All mobile devices as defined by
this program from any
manufacturer or carrier.

Net proceeds from the program to
support Canadian mental health
initiatives.

Generally $0-value devices.

Mail-back label
available on Web site.
Bell:
Bell Trade-in Program

Accepted at any Bell
Aliant or Bell store,
Virgin Mobile stores
and participating
dealer locations.

All mobile devices as defined by
this program from any
manufacturer or carrier.

Trade-in value to customer.

Eastlink:
Recycle My Cell

Accepted at all
participating
locations.

All mobile devices as defined by
this program from any
manufacturer or carrier.

Proceeds from returned devices are
used to provide prizing for initiatives
like the Recycle My Cell Student
Challenge.

Eastlink:
Trade in. Trade up!

Accepted at all
participating
locations.
Accepted at all
participating
locations.

Generally $0-value devices.
All mobile devices as defined by
this program from any
manufacturer or carrier.
All mobile devices as defined by
this program from any
manufacturer or carrier.

Rogers Recycling
Program

Accepted at all
participating
locations.

All mobile devices as defined by
this program from any
manufacturer or carrier.

Rogers:
Trade Up Program

Accepted at all
participating
locations.
Accepted at all
participating
locations.

Generally $0-value devices.
All mobile devices as defined by
this program from any
manufacturer or carrier.
All mobile devices as defined by
this program from any
manufacturer or carrier.

Fido:
FidoTRADE

The Source:
The Source Trade-up
Program
Virgin Mobile:
Recycle Me

Accepted at all
participating
locations, or via mailin.

Virgin Mobile:
Trade-in Program

Accepted at all
participating
locations.

All mobile devices as defined by
this program from any
manufacturer or carrier.
Generally $0-value devices.
All mobile devices as defined by
this program from any
manufacturer or carrier.
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Trade-in value to customer.

Trade-in value to customer.

Trade-in value to customer.

Trade-in value to customer.

Net proceeds from the program to
support Canadian mental health
initiatives.

Trade-in value to customer.
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Appendix B
Consumer Engagement Samples
RMC Twitter Page
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RMC Facebook Page
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Paid Advertising
Facebook Ad

Google Ad
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Appendix C
Stakeholder Engagement
Targeted stakeholder outreach
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Outreach - Promotional Materials (Digital Poster and template of news bulletin offered to RMC Branded
locations)

20
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8th Canadian Waste Resource Symposium
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Government of Nova Scotia Waste Resource
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Divert NS
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Municipality of Yarmouth
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Municipality of Colchester
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Cumberland Joint Services Management Authority

26
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Valley Waste Resource
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Halifax Regional Municipality
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Appendix D
Media Engagement
Earth Day Press Release – CWTA

Almost Half of Canadians Have at Least One Old Cell Phone
Sitting in a Junk Drawer
Celebrate Earth Day with a little spring recycling
OTTAWA – April 20, 2016
– Recycle My Cell, Canada’s free cell phone recycling program, is calling on all Canadians to clean out
their junk drawers and recycle their old cell phones in celebration of the 25th anniversary of Earth
Day on Friday, April 22. Results from the 2015 Understanding Cell Phone Recycling Behaviours survey
released today show that just under half of Canadians (48%) say that they have cell phones in their
possession that are being stored. Overall, 45% of respondents had one phone in storage, while about a
third (32%) had two in storage. Approximately one in five (22%) had three or more phones in storage.
Canadians can visit the bilingual Web site – www.RecycleMyCell.ca and www.Recyclemoncell.ca – and
enter their postal code to locate the drop-off locations closest to them where their old wireless devices
will be accepted, regardless of brand or condition. If a consumer cannot get to one of the drop-off
locations in their neighborhood, the Web site offers printable postage-paid labels that can be used to
mail the device back to Recycle My Cell at absolutely no cost to the consumer.
“The goal of the Recycle My Cell program has always been to keep old cell phones out of our landfills,”
said Bernard Lord, President & CEO of the Canadian Wireless Telecommunications Association (CWTA).
“Earth Day is a perfect opportunity to think about how even the simplest of acts can have a very positive
effect on preserving our environment.”
Other findings from the 2015 Understanding Cell Phone Recycling Behaviours survey include:
 Support for cell phone recycling is extremely high, with 95% of Canadians either supporting or
somewhat supporting the concept of recycling old, unused or unwanted phones.
 The majority of Canadians (81%) would be willing to recycle or return their old phone. This is a large
increase over those who said the same in 2014 (only 63%).
 The vast majority (95%) of those who recycled their phone are satisfied with their cell recycling
experience.
 Albertans (55%) were the most likely to have a cell phone in storage. Older Canadians (aged 55 plus)
were far less likely to have stored cell phones, with only 38% saying they did. On average, Canadians
have two cell phones in storage.
 Respondents were most likely to store their old phone (41%), followed by giving it away (16%),
recycling it (12%) and trading it in to their cell phone carrier (10%).
 On average, Canadians used their previous cell phone for 33.6 months before they acquired their
current phone. The average for younger Canadians aged 18 to 34 is lower (28.4 months) compared
to older Canadians, who held onto their phones for longer than average (37.5 months).
Canadian Cell Phone Recycling Facts
 670,701 wireless devices were recovered in 2015.
29
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6,418,710 wireless devices have been recovered since 2005.
Recycle My Cell offers more than 3,500 drop-off locations across Canada.

Host a Recycle My Cell Drop-off Location Year-Round
Municipalities, recycling depots, businesses and community organizations across the country can also
support the Recycle My Cell program by hosting a drop-off location year-round. Registration is quick and
easy, and pre-paid shipping and promotional materials are provided at no cost. For more information,
please visit www.recyclemycell.ca/host-a-drop-off-location/ or contact info@RecycleMyCell.ca.
Follow us on Twitter. Like us on Facebook.
The 2015 Understanding Cell Phone Recycling Behaviours survey, commissioned by the Canadian
Wireless Telecommunications Association, was completed by Nanos Research from December 2 to 15,
2015.
About Recycle My Cell
Recycle My Cell is Canada’s national recycling program for mobile phones and accessories. The bilingual
Web site – www.RecycleMyCell.ca and www.Recyclemoncell.ca – allows consumers to simply enter their
postal code to locate the drop-off locations closest to them where their devices will be accepted,
regardless of brand or condition. The free program is run by the Canadian Wireless Telecommunications
Association (CWTA), in conjunction with cell phone carriers, handset manufacturers and approved
processors, who have come together to raise awareness about the importance of cell phone recycling.
Media Information:
Marc Choma 613-233-4888 ext. 207 mchoma@cwta.ca

30
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NewsCanada Content
Back-to-school season is the time to organize our lives
(NC) For many Canadian families back-to-school season is the time to organize our thoughts and lives.
Clarity and preparation starts at home as a clean and organized home sets the tone for everything we
do. One common item many families will come across when fall cleaning their home is old cell phones.
While used cell phones are extremely common and are gathering dust in drawers across Canada, many
of us do not know how to properly dispose of them.
Recycle My Cell is Canada’s free cell phone recycling program. The program accepts many different
items for recycling, including smartphones, pagers, cell phone batteries and accessories. After your
device is received, it is sent to a processor where it can be refurbished or broken down. All items
recovered are recycled or refurbished in accordance with Canadian e-waste laws.
Canadians can visit www.RecycleMyCell.ca and enter their postal code to locate the drop-off locations
closest to them where their old wireless devices will be accepted, regardless of brand or condition. If
you can’t get to one of the drop-off locations in your neighborhood, the Web site offers a printable
postage-paid label that can be used to mail the device back to Recycle My Cell at absolutely no cost.
----How Canadians can do their part to help the environment
(NC) Old cell phones are an item almost all Canadians have come across when cleaning their home. The
challenge of knowing how and where to dispose of old cell phones often results in individuals simply
discarding them or putting them back in a drawer to be dealt with at a later time. Recycle My Cell,
Canada’s free cell phone recycling program, makes it easy to dispose of your old wireless devices
responsibly.
• The program recovered 865,418 wireless devices in 2014.
• 5,748,009 wireless devices have been recovered since 2005.
• Recycle My Cell offers more than 3,600 drop-off locations across Canada.
• Canadians have owned on average three or four cell phones prior to their current one.
Visit www.RecycleMyCell.ca and enter your postal code to locate the drop-off locations closest to you
where your old wireless devices will be accepted, regardless of brand or condition. If you can’t get to
one of the drop-off locations in your neighborhood, the Web site offers a printable postage-paid label
that can be used to mail the device back to Recycle My Cell at absolutely no cost. Site visitors also have
access to a comprehensive list of instructions for clearing their devices of personal information prior to
recycling. The site also provides information about how organizations can host a Recycle My Cell dropoff location as a valuable service to their community.
----Cell Phone Recycling is an Easy Call
(NC) Most of us have owned on average three or four cell phones prior to our current one. That means
that a lot of us likely have a slew of old devices that are either getting hidden away in junk drawers or
disposed of incorrectly
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Recycle My Cell, Canada’s free cell phone recycling program, makes it easy to dispose of your old devices
responsibly. Visit www.RecycleMyCell.ca and enter your postal code to locate the drop-off locations
closest to you where your old wireless devices will be accepted, regardless of brand or condition. If you
can’t get to one of the drop-off locations in your neighborhood, the Web site offers a printable postagepaid label that can be used to mail the device back to Recycle My Cell at absolutely no cost. After your
device is received, it is sent to a processor where it can be refurbished or broken down.
“Thinking green doesn’t need to be complicated, and keeping old cell phones out of our landfills couldn’t
be easier,” says Bernard Lord, president & CEO of the Canadian Wireless Telecommunications
Association. “I encourage all Canadians to take a few moments to reflect on some of the simple things
they can do to help protect the environment for future generations.”
Businesses and community organizations across the country can also help communities go green by
hosting a Recycle My Cell drop-off location. Registration is quick and easy, and pre-paid shipping and
promotional materials are provided at no cost. For more information, contact info@RecycleMyCell.ca.

----How to recycle your old mobile devices
(NC) If you’ve purchased a new cell phone recently, then you know saying goodbye to your old one is
often hard to do. After all, it has given you years of service, so why not do right by it and make sure it
doesn’t end up in a landfill.
Recycle My Cell – Canada’s free cell phone recycling program – makes it easy for all of us to find out how
and where to safely and responsibly dispose of used cell phones, smartphones, pagers, batteries,
chargers, headsets and other accessories.
There are now more than 3,600 drop-off locations across the country. And since 2005, almost six million
wireless devices have been recovered by Recycle My Cell and its partners. The program was created and
is maintained by the Canadian Wireless Telecommunications Association (CWTA) in conjunction with cell
phone carriers and handset manufacturers who have come together to raise awareness about the
importance of cell phone recycling.
You can visit www.RecycleMyCell.ca and enter your postal code to locate the closest drop-off locations
where old wireless devices will be accepted, regardless of brand or condition. If you can’t get to one of
the drop-off locations in your neighbourhood, the Web site offers a printable postage-paid label that
can be used to mail the device at absolutely no cost. The site also provides information about how
organizations can host a Recycle My Cell drop-off location as a valuable service to their community.
“The continued success of the Recycle My Cell program shows that Canadians take their environmental
responsibility seriously,” says CWTA President & CEO Bernard Lord.”
Declutter your space and help the environment by finding a cell phone recycling drop off location near
you.
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CBC – Used Smartphones: How to buy one that is worth your money
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CBC – Used smartphones: How to sell yours without getting burned
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Appendix E
Member Engagement
Eastlink
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Eastlink: Trade in. Trade up!
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Rogers LinkedIn

Rogers Red Board
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Rogers: Rogers Recycling Program
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Rogers: Rogers Trade-In
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Fido: FidoTrade
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Bell
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Bell: Bell blue box
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Bell: Bell Trade-in
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Virgin Mobile: Virgin Mobile Recycle
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Virgin Mobile: Virgin Mobile Trade-in
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The Source: The Source Trade-up
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Appendix F
List of Current Drop-off Locations in Nova Scotia
Program/Location Name

Community

Bell

Bell Aliant

Amherst

Bell

The Source

Amherst

Eastlink

Eastlink

Amherst

Rogers

AML Communications

Amherst

Recycle My Cell

Beech Hill Waste Management Facility

Antigonish

Bell

Bell Aliant

Antigonish

Bell

The Source

Antigonish

Eastlink

Eastlink

Antigonish

Rogers

Motion Communications

Antigonish

Recycle My Cell

Town of Antigonish

Antigonish

Recycle My Cell

Municipality of the District of Barrington

Barrington

Bell

Bell Aliant

Bedford

Eastlink

Eastlink

Bedford

Recycle My Cell

Guysborough Waste Management Facility

Boylston

Bell

Bell Aliant

Bridgewater

Bell

The Source

Bridgewater

Eastlink

Eastlink

Bridgewater

Recycle My Cell

Municipality of the District of Lunenburg

Bridgewater

Rogers

PPS World of Wireless

Bridgewater

Recycle My Cell

Municipality of the District of Chester

Chester

Recycle My Cell

Town of Clark's Harbour

Clark's Harbour

Bell

Bell Aliant

Dartmouth

Bell

Bell Aliant

Dartmouth

Bell

The Source

Dartmouth

Bell

Virgin Mobile

Dartmouth

Eastlink

Eastlink

Dartmouth

Recycle My Cell

Geebo Device Repair Inc

Dartmouth

Rogers

AML Communications

Dartmouth

Rogers

Fido

Dartmouth

Recycle My Cell

Conway Workshop Association

Digby

Eastlink

Eastlink

Digby

Bell

The Source

Elmsdale

Bell

Bell Aliant

Greenwood

Bell

The Source

Greenwood

Eastlink

Eastlink

Greenwood

Bell

Bell Aliant

Halifax
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Bell

Bell Aliant

Halifax

Bell

The Source

Halifax

Bell

Bell Aliant

Halifax

Bell

The Source

Halifax

Bell

Bell Aliant

Halifax

Bell

The Source

Halifax

Bell

Virgin Mobile

Halifax

Bell

Bell Aliant

Halifax

Eastlink

Eastlink

Halifax

Eastlink

Eastlink

Halifax

Eastlink

Eastlink Wireless

Halifax

Eastlink

Eastlink

Halifax

Recycle My Cell

Geebo Device Repair Inc

Halifax

Recycle My Cell

Halifax Regional Municipality: Parks & Recreation

Halifax

Rogers

AML Communications

Halifax

Rogers

AML Communications

Halifax

Rogers

AML Communications

Halifax

Rogers

Fido

Halifax

Rogers

Rogers

Halifax

Recycle My Cell

Municipality of the District of Yarmouth

Hebron

Recycle My Cell

Doucette's Rite Stop

Ingonish Beach

Recycle My Cell

Eastern Management Centre (Transfer Station)

Kentville

Recycle My Cell

Valley Waste Resource Management

Kentville

Recycle My Cell

Western Management Centre (Transfer Station)

Lawrencetown

Bell

The Source

Lower Sackville

Bell

Bell Aliant

Lower Sackville

Rogers

AML Communications

Lower Sackville

Recycle My Cell

Town of Lunenburg

Lunenburg

Recycle My Cell

Cumberland Central Landfill

Nappan

Bell

The Source

New Glasgow

Bell

Bell Aliant

New Glasgow

Eastlink

Eastlink

New Glasgow

Rogers

Motion Communications

New Glasgow

Bell

The Source

New Minas

Bell

Bell Aliant

New Minas

Eastlink

Eastlink

New Minas

Rogers

AML Communications

New Minas

Recycle My Cell

North Sydney Recycling

North Sydney

Recycle My Cell

Municipality of the County of Inverness

Port Hood

Recycle My Cell

Municipality of the District of Shelburne

Shelburne

Recycle My Cell

St Mary's Transfer Station

Sherbrooke
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Recycle My Cell

Town of Stewiacke

Stewiacke

Bell

The Source

Sydney

Bell

The Source

Sydney

Bell

The Source

Sydney

Eastlink

Eastlink Wireless

Sydney

Rogers

Soundafex

Sydney

Bell

Bell Aliant

Truro

Bell

The Source

Truro

Eastlink

Eastlink

Truro

Rogers

AML Communications

Truro

Recycle My Cell

Lunenburg Regional Community Recycling Centre

Whynotts Settlement

Recycle My Cell

Municipality of West Hants

Windsor

Recycle My Cell

Town of Windsor

Windsor

Bell

The Source

Yarmouth

Bell

Bell Aliant

Yarmouth

Eastlink

Eastlink

Yarmouth

Rogers

AML Communications

Yarmouth

Recycle My Cell

Waste Check

Yarmouth
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Appendix G
Processor Certifications
Processor

Certifications

Link

Greentec

ISO 14001:2004
OHSAS 18001:2007
R2:2013
RQP Verified
NAID Certified
ISO 14001:2004
OHSAS 18001:2007
ISO 9001:2008
R2:2013
RQP Verified
Controlled Goods
E-Stewards: Version 2.0
ISO 14001:2004
OHSAS 18001:2007
R2:2013
ISO 14001:2004
OHSAS 18001:2007
ISO 9001:2008
R2:2013

http://www.greentec.com/environmentalcredentials/

GEEP

IQA Metal Inc.

P4C Global Inc.
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http://www.geepglobal.com/about-globalelectric-electronic-processing/certificationsand-awards/

https://www.iqametal.com/about-1/

http://www.p4cglobal.com/page/certifications

